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Determining Your Pattern Size
This pattern was drafted based on the stretch of our plush 1-3/8” or 35mm elastic. To test
your elastic stretch, place 2 pins in your elastic 5” or 12.5cm apart. Stretch the elastic to its
fullest stretch. If the pins hit the ruler at 10” or 25cm, your elastic matches mine. If you are
using an elastic that has a more restrictive stretch, for example, it stretches 6 1/2” - 7 1/2” or
16cm - 19cm, add one band size to the band measurement determined below by the chart. (I
would recommending pre-stretching your elastic prior to your stretch test.)
To determine your size, measure your under bust snugly. Round to the nearest whole number
and add 1” or 2” to get to the next even number. This is your band size. For example, you
measure 32.5”, round up to 33 then add 1” for a 34 Band.
Sports Bra
Number Sizes

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

Under Bust
(Imperial)

26-27

28-29

30-31

32-33

34-35

36-37

38-39

40-41

42-43

44-45

46-47

48-49

50-51

Under Bust
(Metric)

66-70

71-75

76-80

81-85

86-90

91-95

96-100

101-105

106-110

111-115

116-120

121-125

126-130

Take your full bust measurement in your best fitting bra. If the bra does not situate the breast
tissue up (meaning they sag), then your measurements will not be correct. You may need
some assistance to help hold the breast up to measure the fullest point of your bust. Take this
measurement and round to the nearest whole number. The number of inches in difference
from the band size and your full bust measurement relates to the bra cup size.

Note: My sizing generally places you in one band size smaller and one cup size larger than
other US brands, but I am consistent with my sizing on all my patterns.
Difference Between
Band Size and Full Bust
Measurement

Cup Size

1” Difference

A Cup

2” Difference

B Cup

3” Difference

C Cup

4” Difference

D Cup

5” Difference

E Cup

6” Difference

F Cup

7” Difference

G Cup

8” Difference

H Cup

9” Difference

I Cup

10” Difference

J Cup

11” Difference

K Cup

12” Difference

L Cup

13” Difference

M Cup

14” Difference

N Cup

Video Tutorials
I have created a YouTube Playlist documenting both the zipper shield and hook & eye
construction. https://tinyurl.com/jackie-sports-bra
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Pattern Fitting
Relaxed Fit: The fit of our sports bras is generally more relaxed for low impact sports or daily
wear. The band is not designed to fit tight, but comfortable. For our basic relaxed fit, size
according to the chart on the previous page.
Compression Fit: To achieve a fit of compression, I recommend sizing down one band size
and 1 to 2 cup sizes. For example, if you size at 36F and you want a compression fit, utilize
the size 34E or 34F. You can also achieve more of a compression fit in your current size, if
you utilize a heavy weight power net as the lining or place as a layer between the lining and
self or if you utilize a self fabric with no vertical stretch.

Sizing for Asymmetry
For individuals that may have a larger breast, measure as stated on the previous page to get
your base size. Two additional measurements need to be taken to determine which sizes to
use, one of each breast. In your best effort, with each breast supported individually, measure
the horizontal hemisphere measurement starting at the same point on each breast. This
doesn’t have to be a precise location, you just need to be able to determine the difference in
size between the two sides.
Determine the difference in size between the breasts. For example, if one breast measures
9” and the other measures 11 1/2”, you have a 2 1/2” difference. Round to the nearest half an
inch for both measurements taken. Based on the difference chart below, size up and down
the number of cups for each size. Each cup size change equals 1/2”.
Measurement Difference

Larger Breast

Smaller Breast

1/2” Difference

Same

1 Size Down

1” Difference

1 Size Up

1 Size Down

1 1/2” Difference

1 Size Up

2 Sizes Down

2” Difference

2 Sizes Up

2 Sizes Down

2 1/2” Difference

2 Sizes Up

3 Sizes Down

3” Difference

3 Sizes Up

3 Sizes Down

3 1/2” Difference

3 Sizes Up

4 Sizes Down

4” Difference

4 Sizes Up

4 Sizes Down

4 1/2” Difference

4 Sizes Up

5 Sizes Down

5” Difference

5 Sizes Up

5 Sizes Down

When working with two different size cups, utilize
the back of the larger size, so the back neckline
remains symmetrical. The side seam of the back
that connects to the smaller front needs to be
altered in order to line up with the side seam of
the front. The best choice in altering the patterns
is to line them up at the bottom at the seam lines
(which is 3/8” or 10 mm away from the edge) and
average the height of the side seam. Making the
back shorter and the front taller.
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The center front of the sports bra also needs to be altered
to line up. The same process can be done, but use your
discretion if working with a large cup difference. You only want
to have to alter the Center Front pattern piece, so the point of
attachment to the Side Panel doesn’t have to change.
The last consideration is to mark which side is which, indicating
the right or left side of the body and which side is cut face up
on the fashion fabric. The side that is face up on the fashion
fabric is face down on the lining fabric. Prior to cutting the
zipper shield, check how much lower the neckline is of the larger
size and remove that amount from the top of the zipper shield,
or select a different size to cut carefully.

Supply List
Supplies

Size Range
28A - 38N

Size Range
34A - 44N

Size Range
40A-52N

Fashion Fabric

15” length x 54” wide
(38cm x 138cm)

18” length x 54” wide
(45cm x 138cm)

21” length x 54” wide
(53cm x 138cm)

Lining Fabric

15” length x 30” wide
(38cm x 76cm)

18” length x 30” wide
(45cm x 76cm)

18” length x 30” wide
(53cm x 76cm)

3 yards/meters*

3.5 yards/meters*

4 yards/meters*

1 yard/meter*

1.5 yards/meter*

2 yards/meter*

1/4” or 6 mm Elastic
1 3/8” or 35 mm Elastic
* 1 yard = .9 meters

Supplies
8” or 20 cm Separating Zipper
2” Spacing Hook & Eye
Strap Elastic

All Sizes
1 Piece
8” or 20 cm Length
19” or 48 cm

Interfacing

12” or 30 cm square or less

Cut & Sew Foam

12” or 30 cm square or less

Strap Hardware

2 rings and slides matching strap elastic, plus 2
additional larger rings - see following page

Zipper Stops

2 stops needed for shortening the zipper

Fashion Fabrics: Recommendation of spandex tricot, supplex spandex or similar athletic
weight jerseys of 200-320 gsm (5-8 ounces). Pattern was designed for 20% stretch across
the body, but works well for up to 30% stretch. For high impact, keep the vertical stretch under
10% and to restrict bounce, keep the vertical stretch to under 20%.
Higher stretch and Spandex content over 20% may require sizing down the cup for more
support on larger cup sizes. Scuba fabric can be used as it is very firm with very little stretch (I
recommend going up one cup size if using scuba). With most stretch fabrics, be sure you have
quality ballpoint or stretch needles in a size 90/14 or higher.
Lining Fabrics: Recommendation of spandex tricot, power net or wicking or absorbent fabrics
such as bamboo and hemp jersey may also serve nicely as a lining fabric. Weight 120-250 gsm
depending on support needed. Utilize similar stretch amounts as the fashion fabric.
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1/4” or 6 mm Elastic: Plain elastic or lingerie elastic measuring 1/4” or 6 mm in width is used on
the neckline.
1 3/8” or 35 mm Plush Elastic: Designed for use with our 1 3/8” or 35 mm plush elastic available
in black or white. Other elastics are suitable and the width can be altered.

Waist Elastic Cut Length (Cut 1)
Band Sizes
Imperial
Metric
Band Sizes
Imperial
Metric

28 Band

30 Band

32 Band

34 Band

36 Band

38 Band

40 Band

23 1/8

24 7/8

26 3/4

27 7/8

29 7/8

31 5/8

33 5/8

68.7

63.2

67.9

70.8

75.9

80.3

85.4

42 Band

44 Band

46 Band

48 Band

50 Band

52 Band

35

36 3/4

38 1/2

40 1/8

41 7/8

43 5/8

88.9

93.3

97.8

101.9

106.4

110.8

Separating Zipper: Recommendation of 8” (20 cm) zipper with molded plastic/resin teeth #5.
Hook & Eye Tape: Approximately 8” (20 cm) in length needed of 2” (5 cm) spacing hook and
eye tape. Black and white tape is available on our website in this spacing. Total width of eye
tape 1 3/4” or 4.5 cm. For individuals not able to obtain this tape, we recommend using the
add-on pattern of the zipper shield.
Strap Elastic & Hardware: Utilize elastics widths between 1/2” or 12 mm to 1” or 25 mm. Cut
two straps in a length of 7.5” 19 cm for individuals with a short torso, or 8.5” or 21 cm for
individuals with a long torso. This length can vary based on the amount of adjustment needed.
Two matching rings and two matching slides for the strap elastic. Also needed are 2 rings
or 2 slides for one size larger than the strap elastic for the front strap attachment. See the
following chart. Refer to this chart for altering the front strap attachment. The 35 mm slides
can twist when attached to the front, so unless you opt to utilize cut & sew foam for the front, I
recommend using a 25mm ring in its place.
Elastic Width

Additional Rings/Slides for Front Strap Attachment

1/2” or 12-13 mm

5/8” or 15-16 mm

5/8” or 15-16 mm

3/4” or 18-20 mm

3/4” or 18-20 mm

1” or 24-26 mm

1” or 24-26 mm

1 3/8” of 35 mm
(you can also use 1” rings)

Interfacing: Only a small amount is needed to reinforce the tabs and/or zipper shield that
cover the zipper and a strip to stabilize the center front.
Cut & Sew Foam: Be sure use 1/16” or 1.5 mm foam. Use of 1/18” or 3 mm foam requires a
smaller stitch of 1/8” in Step 4. Only a small amount is used for the strap on the strap lining
pattern.
To create a more stabilized front, you can cut an additional layer of cut and sew foam and
place between the layers. To utilize cut & sew foam, remove all seam allowances off of the
pattern pieces, including 3/8” or 10 mm off the center front to keep bulk down for applying the
zipper. Seams can then be zigzagged together, butting the edges together. This construction
step is not demonstrated in these directions.
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Printing Instructions
File Types: All files are zipped PDF files (Adobe 6). We have discovered that individuals running
Windows Vista or older may not have a reader that is compatible with this file format. Upon
request, we can save as an older PDF version of Adobe 4 or 5. The layer function does not
work in older versions of Adobe. Zipped files can be unzipped on any Windows or MacOS
system. MacOS does not have an unzip program inherent in the operating system, so a third
party application will be required. To download on mobile devices, we recommend downloading
to DropBox and unzipping the files on a computer. They can then be saved to DropBox as PDFs
for mobile printing.
File Sizes: Three paper sizes are included with each pattern size: Letter size/A4, A1 (22”x33”)
and a Projector File.
File Printing: When printing, deselect the option “Fit to Canvas” or “Scale.” This pattern needs to
print at 100% or “Actual Size”. There are 1” and 1 cm squares for checking your size after printing.
Pattern Layout: These patterns are designed edge to edge on a 9.7” by 7.75” paper, which
allows for printing on either A4 or Letter without any loss. Each page is outlined in a black
rectangle easier layout. Sizes 28 through 44 are in a two column layout, Sizes 46 and up are in
a three column layout.
Size Layers: The feature of layers has been added to these files. To print out only one size,
open a current release of Adobe Reader. On the left hand side of the page, select the icon that
looks like a stack of papers. You can hide the sizes you do not wish to print. In the screen shot,
the C, D & E Cup Layers are turned off. Each size set has an information layer containing all the
pattern details including grainlines and page layouts.
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Pattern Options
Pull Over the Head Option: This is the simplest version to create. This version is great for
testing fit prior to delving into the more complicated zipper construction. Simply cut the
Center Front panel on the fold and the Front Band on the fold. The waistband elastic length
needs to be increased by 1” and then sewn overlapped at 1/2”. Instructions follow the strap
sewing assembly.

Note that these instructions do not provide a clean finished waistband. The clean finished
waistband requires a “burrito” finishing of the waistband and would need to be completed
after Step 6. I explain in more depth how I clean finish the waistband on my blog.
Zipper Closure with Zipper Shield Option: This is easier than the hook and eye construction
and is ideal for smaller cups that do not need the extra reinforcement of hooks & eyes.
Follow the steps under 7A, skip 7B and continue with step 8. DO NOT cut the bottom tab for
this option.
Zipper Closure with Hook & Eye Option: This is the most challenging of all options but is a
great option for individuals who need a little support in zipping up the front. The eye tape
acts as a shield for the zipper. A lining to pad the eye may be required. Skip steps under 7A,
follow the steps under 7B, and continue with step 8.
Mix & Match Patterns: This pattern can be interchanged with the Christina and Laurel Sports
Bra Patterns. All waistlines, strap widths and side seams match between each style for the
same size. This pattern can also be used with the Tankini Add-on and the Kristen Tankini
Add-on. The center front of the Jackie Sports Bra can be “Cut on Fold” to utilize the bands
of the other sports bras, likewise, the Christina and Laurel can be “Cut Two” on the fold line
to utilize the zipper closure and the Jackie waistband.

Pattern Alterations
Change Waistband Elastic Width: To alter the waistband pattern, subtract the
measurement of the elastic width you plan to use from the elastic this was designed for.
For example, you plan to use 1 3/4 or 45 mm elastic and the pattern calls for 1 3/8” or
35 mm elastic, which makes the difference 3/8” or 10 mm. Double that amount and make
the waistband pattern larger by 3/4” or 20 mm. For a narrower width make the opposite
change. The zipper shield and bottom tab pattern also needs to be altered by the same
amount.
3/4” or 20mm

1 3/4” or 45 mm Elastic
1 3/8” or 35 mm Elastic
1” or 25 mm Elastic

1” or 25mm Elastic
1 3/8” or 35mm Elastic
3/4” or 20mm

1 3/4” or 45mm Elastic
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Alter the Front Strap Attachment Width for Strap Elastic: It is
recommended that you make your Front Strap Attachment
just 1 “size” wider than the strap elastic you chose, in order to
prevent fabric from bunching. Refer to the chart on page 4
to determine what size your strap should be based on strap
elastic width. Add 3/4” for seam allowance and compare to
the pattern piece. Remove equal amounts from both sides of
the strap.

Cutting Instructions
The grainline on the patterns indicate the direction of least
stretch. This is usually parallel to the selvage/finished edge.
There are exceptions with certain stretch fabrics. The greatest stretch should go around the
body. NOT SHOWN: Interface the tabs/zipper shield to make them sturdy. The Strap Lining
will be visible on the outside of the garment, so you may wish to cut in a complimentary
contrast fabric.
Note: If using the hook & eye tape option, cut the bottom tab and do NOT cut a zipper
shield. If using the zipper shield, do NOT cut the bottom tab.

Self Fabric

Lining Fabric

Foam
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Zipper Closure
The featured design requires a zipper. To determine the size of the zipper, measure the
height of the full center front pattern piece and add 3/4” or 20 mm to the amount for the
total zipper length.
3/4”

Cut the top of the zipper off at this length and remove the teeth from the top 1/2” or 12.5
mm. If using a zipper with molded teeth, cut them off with cutting pliers. If using a zipper with
metal teeth, use pliers to unhook the teeth from the tape. I do not recommend coil zippers.

After removing the teeth, use a zipper stop at the top of the zipper to stop the zipper head
from coming off the zipper.
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Snap Fastening
During the testing process, a few testers felt the need for an additional snap at the bottom of the front band to help zip it up. This was a limited comment for larger cup sizes. If
you wish to add a snap to the bottom of the band, this is where I suggest placing it. Add the
matching side if the snap on the hook side of the band.

Hook & Eye Closure
The construction steps, including the tab size is designed to be used with our unique hook
and eye tape. The eye tape measures 1 3/4” wide with the eyes positioned at 3/4” from
the outer edge. These hooks and eyes have 2” spacing on center for the hardware. Utilizing
other hook and eye tapes would require modifications to the tabs.
1 3/4”

2” Eye Tape

1 1/2” Eye Tape

2”

3/4”

To determine the best placement of your hook and eye tape, center the tape so neither the
hooks or eyes land within 3/4” or 20 mm of the seam edge at the top and bottom of the
center front of the pattern.
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Hook & Eye Lining
For individuals with sensitive skin, the brushed texture of the eye tape may not be soft
enough to avoid chafing. One can create a lining for the eye tape relatively easily. Simply,
take the eye tape and trace off all the edges. On the width, add 3/8” or 10 mm.
1 3/4”

To sew the lining, place the face of the lining to the face side of the eyes and stitch on the
outer eye side at 1/4” or 6 mm, flip the fabric to the back and base stitch the remaining
three sides. Complete the construction steps as usual.
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Sewing Instructions - Strap Construction
Step 1
Align the strap lining to the foam with the
right side of the lining facing away from the
foam. Pin in place.

.

Step 2
Align the outer strap to the edge of the
pinned strap with the right sides of the self
and lining facing each other. Baste stitch
the side at 1/8” or 3 mm.

Step 3
Align the second side of the straps
together and baste stitch at 1/8” or 3 mm.
There will be a visible bubble in the self
fabric.

Step 4
Secure the edges of the strap with an
overlock or zigzag stitch with the seam
allowance of 1/4” or 6mm. Pull right side
out. If the strap twists, try to iron it flat. To
help with the twisting, sew from the narrow
end on both sides of the strap.
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Step 5
Assemble the elastic strap with the rings
and slides as pictured on the right. Place
the right side of the elastic through the
slide. Stitch the elastic going through the
slide. Place the elastic through a ring.
Weave the right side of the elastic back
through the slide, hiding the stitched elastic.

Step 6
Loop the narrow side of the padded strap,
with the contrast fabric facing up through
the ring. Secure with a stitch. Make note
of the illustration and which direction the
strap is looped.

Step 7
Place the padded strap through a larger
ring or slide (that will be attached to the
body) and fold the padded strap in half.
Line up the end of the elastic to the end of
the padded strap and stitch together. Set
the straps to the side for later assembly.
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Pull Over Sewing Instructions
Step 1
Align the front two pattern pieces and pin
carefully. Be sure that at the 3/8” or 10 mm
seam line, the fabrics line up. The edges will
not. Attach with a zigzag or overlock stitch.
For decorative detailing and to secure
the seam allowance, top stitch the seam
allowance to one side. Repeat for the lining.

Step 2
Sew the back panels together at the 3/8”
or 10 mm seam allowance and top stitch if
desired. Top stitch the seam allowance if
desired. Repeat for the lining.

Step 3
Sew the side seams together at the 3/8”
or 10 mm seam allowance. Top stitch the
seam allowance if desired. Repeat for the
lining.

Step 4
Line up and pin the princess panel at the
3/8” or 10 mm seam allowance up until
3/8” or 10 mm from the end of the front
panels at the neckline. There is a squared
shape that can best be achieved by ending
the stitch 3/8” or 10 mm before the end.
Top stitch the seam allowance if desired.
Repeat for the lining.
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Step 5
On the front neckline, with the right sides
of the lining facing the right side of the self,
baste stitch and pivot at the angle on the
princess seam at 3/8” or 10 mm seam
allowance.
Self Back Side

Step 6
Stitch elastic to the front neckline on
the self side at the 3/8” or 10 mm seam
allowance with a zigzag or overlock stitch.
This sews over the basting stitch to secure
it. The elastic is used to stabilize and give
support to the neckline. It does not need to
be stretched when sewn.

Self Back Side

Step 7
Sew the front shoulder closed. This can
be done with a straight stitch, zigzag or
overlock. Once the strap point is pulled right
side out, it will be attached to the front ring
or slide.
Self Back Side

Step 8
Pin and sew the underarm together with
elastic on the self side at the 3/8” or 10
mm seam allowance. Understitching is not
necessary, unless desired.
Self Back Side

Self Back Side
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Step 9
Place the strap between the two layers
with the elastic side towards the self.
Stitch across the back shoulders to secure
the straps at the 3/8” or 10 mm seam
allowance.

Step 10
Complete the neckline by sewing the
back neckline with elastic on the self side
at the 3/8” or 10 mm seam allowance.
An understitch is not necessary, unless
desired.

Step 11
Sew the side seams of the band together
at the 3/8” or 10 mm seam allowance.

Step 12
Be sure to cut a length of elastic 1” longer
than the amounts shown in the cut length
on Page 5. Overlap the ends together by
1” so the elastic does not twist. Stitch the
center of the overlap together to create a
continuous elastic loop.
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Step 13
Fold the waistband over the waist elastic
with the wrong side facing the elastic.
Carefully pin the edges of the fabric
together, being careful to not catch the
elastic and stitch closed at the 3/8” or 10
mm seam allowance.

Step 14
Pull the body of the sports bra right
side out and pin the waistlines together,
carefully lining up each seam.
Self Front Side

Step 15
With right sides together, align and pin the
waistband up to the waistlines of the body.
The fabric could be fairly bulky at this point
to go through some overlock machines, but
is manageable using an overcast or zigzag
stitch.

Step 16
Place the front strap through the ring or
slide and secure in place with a straight
stitch.

Self Front Side
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Front Closure Sewing Instructions
Step 1
Align the front two pattern pieces and pin
carefully. Be sure that at the 3/8” or 10 mm
seam line, the fabrics line up. The edges will
not. Attach with a zigzag or overlock stitch.
For decorative detailing and to secure
the seam allowance, top stitch the seam
allowance to one side. Repeat for the lining.

Step 2
Sew the back panels together at the 3/8”
or 10 mm seam allowance and top stitch if
desired. Top stitch the seam allowance if
desired. Repeat for the lining.

Step 3
Sew the side seams together at the 3/8”
or 10 mm seam allowance. Top stitch the
seam allowance if desired. Repeat for the
lining.

Step 4
Line up and pin the princess panel at the
3/8” or 10 mm seam allowance up until
3/8” or 10 mm from the end of the front
panels at the neckline. There is a squared
shape that can best be achieved by ending
the stitch 3/8” or 10 mm before the end.
Top stitch the seam allowance if desired.
Repeat for the lining.
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Step 5
Sew the side seams of the band together
at the 3/8” or 10 mm seam allowance.

Step 6
Attach one side of the waistband to the
bottom of the lining with the rights sides
facing each other, sewing at 3/8” or 10 mm.
Lining Front Side

Option A - Zipper Shield
Step 7A-1
Fold the right sides together of the shield
and stitch the bottom angle at 1/4” or 6
mm. Flip right side out. If desired, you an
baste stitch around the remaining edges to
keep the pattern pieces aligned.

Step 7A-2
Fold the waistband seam allowance
up and attach the shield to the lining &
waistband, stitching at 3/8” or 10 mm. The
notch on the band lines up the seam of the
waistband.

Lining Front Side
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Option B - Hook & Eye Tape
Step 7B-1
Take the bottom tab and line up the flat
side as pictured to the bottom of the eye
tape with the right side facing the eye tape.
Fold the tab around the eye tape and
stitch the bottom at 3/8” or 10 mm.

Step 7B-2
With the tap still folded with the right sides
facing the tape, pull the two angled ends
together and stitch together at 1/4” or 6
mm. Fold the bottom tab right side out. If
desired, you can baste stitch around the
edges.

Step 7B-3
Take the eye tape with the bottom tab and
place it eye side up on the right side of
the lining. The loops of the eyes should be
pointing towards the side seam. Stitch the
eye tape down to the lining and waistband
at 3/8” or 10 mm. Keep the seam allowance
of the waistband facing up.

Lining Front Side

Lining Front Side

Step 7B-4
Fold the ends of the hook tape down at an
angle towards the hook side of the tape.
Pin hook side down, with the open side
of the hooks facing the center front Sew
carefully on the edge using a zipper foot or
an offset needle adjustment.

Hook Open Side
Facing Down

Hook Open Side
Lining Front Side
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Both Options Continue with Step 8
Step 8
Fold the top tab with the right sides facing
each other and stitch the short side at 1/4”
or 6 mm. Flip right side out and line it up
to the center front of the self. If desired,
baste stitch around the edges. The top
of the tab will be clean finished with the
shield/hook & eye tape, so carefully place
on the correct side of the garment.

Self Front Side

Step 9

Lining Front Side

Line up the other side of the waistband
to the self with the right sides facing each
other and stitch in place at the 3/8” or 10
mm seam allowance.
Self Back Side

Line up Seam Allowances

Step 10
Fold the top of the zipper to the side at an
angle towards the front of the zipper, as
we did for the hook tape. Line up the zipper
to the center front of the self, centering
between the neckline and the fold of the
waistband. Secure with a straight stitch.
The bottom of the zipper must extend onto
the band to be covered by the tab.

Fold Line of Waistband

Fold Line of Waistband

Step 11
With rights sides of the lining and self
together, baste stitch and pivot at the
angle on the princess seam at 3/8” or 10
mm seam allowance. On the side with the
shield/eye tape, fold the shield/eyes and
tab out. The tab will line up to the edge of
shield/eye tape. On the hook side, tuck the
hooks and zipper inwards.

Tuck Zipper In

Self Back Side

Flip Tab, Zipper
and Shield Out

Shield
or
Eye Tape

Self Back Side
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Step 12
Stitch elastic to the front neckline on
the self side at the 3/8” or 10 mm seam
allowance with a zigzag or overlock stitch.
This sews over the basting stitch to secure
it. The elastic is used to stabilize and give
support to the neckline. It does not need
to be stretched when sewn. Elastic is not
needed over the shield.

Clip Here if Necessary to get Corner

Self Back Side

Self Back Side

Step 13
On the front neckline, fold the seam
allowance towards the lining and
understitch the seam allowance to the
lining with a narrow zigzag stitch.

Self Back Side

Lining Back Side

Step 14

Clip Here if Necessary

Sew the front shoulder closed. This can
be done with a straight stitch, zigzag or
overlock. Once the strap point is pulled right
side out, it will be attached to the front ring
or slide.

Self Back Side

Step 15
Pin and sew the underarm together with
elastic on the self side at the 3/8” or 10
mm seam allowance. Understitching is not
necessary, unless desired.
Self Back Side

Self Back Side
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Step 16
Place the strap between the two layers
with the elastic side towards the self.
Stitch across the back shoulders to secure
the straps at the 3/8” or 10 mm seam
allowance.

Step 17
Complete the neckline by sewing the
back neckline with elastic on the self side
at the 3/8” or 10 mm seam allowance.
An understitch is not necessary, unless
desired.

Step 18
On the hook side of the front, fold the
zipper and hooks inward so all seam
allowances are out. Stitch the entire front
on that side completely closed through the
waistband.

Step 19
Take the end of the elastic and attach it to
the seam allowance of the fronts, butting
the cut edge of the elastic to the seam line.
This will prevent the elastic from folding and
creating bulk at the center front.

Self Back Side
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Step 20
Fold the band over the elastic and pin the
waistband together with seam allowances
exposed, encasing the elastic. Attach with
a zigzag stitch to secure the waistband
in place. Sew as close to the fronts as
possible. This step is difficult to illustrate as
it is inside the garment.

Step 21
Pull the sports bra to the right side through
the only remaining opening at the shield/
eye tape. Pin the center front closed at the
seam of the zipper and stitch in the ditch to
close the front.

Step 22
Place the front strap through the ring or
slide and secure in place with a straight
stitch.
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